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Hi All,
As we head towards the
mid-summer, lock down is slowly easing out, and now
we can group in numbers of six – still maintaining
social distance. As a consequence, one can see small
groups of riders out on the roads. However, last

weekend, when I was ridding around the south downs with my son
as a pillion, we passed through Beacon’s Hill and were surprised to
see lots of bikes in the parking lot with people hardly being able to
maintain social distancing! We need to be careful and still follow
guidelines which are meant to keep us safe! So please if you do go
out on unofficial ride outs, follow the guidelines and avoid wearing
TVHOG patches as John has clarified further in his scribblings!

Since we have not had any rides and not many social events, as
most of ours are virtual club nights and quizzes along with a few
pub nights, we have been running a series of down the memory
lane events; this months’ being Poker Nghts and Dawn to Dusk as
the latter would have been organised this month had it not been for
the corona virus (not beer)! There is also a great article by one of
our members on his life on two wheels! Not all his bikes were
Harleys but clearly shows how passionate he has been for two
wheels! Hayley is reminding us of the importance of blood donation,
so please if you are a donor keep giving blood if you can.

Almost all rallies have been postponed for next year, and with the
mandatory self-isolation if returning from overseas, I suspect not
many of us will be ridding far from home. However, I am
sure there would be some interesting experiences
and moments that you would have, so please
do send me your contributions.

Mohit

Ed Quarters
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Youtube Channel
Have you checked out our Youtube
channel where we have videos!

There are a few videos uploaded there
andI would like members to please
check them out and provide us with
feedback on what they want to see, so
that we can make it better !



Hi All.

I hope you all are still keeping well, yet another
month in lockdown has gone by we are (well most of us) getting
more proficient at Zoom and other forms of online virtual
communication.

The weather has been fantastic and now my garden fences have
been repaired from the storms at the start of the year the garden is a
pleasant place to sit and relax with a coffee first thing before starting
work.

With the slight relaxing of the rules with regard to the distance you
can travel for a walk or fresh air some of us have been back out on
our bikes and I’ve probably done about 250 miles since writing last
month – great to get out get some fresh air and hone up after a few
months not riding. I have seen some fairly large groups of bikers out
which isn’t good for the reputation of us as a whole – I’ve only ridden
with one other person and we’ve taken our own coffee and stayed
away from ‘biker’ stops.

The advice from HOG is to avoid riding in groups and preferably not
to wear your chapter patches, the view being that if 15 noisy sports
bikes race through a beauty spot followed by a couple of HOG
chapter members the public will note the HOG patches and moan to
HOG about 17 noisy bikes being a menace…. Please take this into
account if you are out on your bike.

With the latest changes it could be interpreted that groups of up to
six bikes are permitted, we are currently awaiting clarification from
BMF and the government on this point. Many chapters, including us,
are now looking at how we get back to organised chapter rides and
by the time this magazine is published you should have seen more
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information on this. Gary is working on a policy / guidelines as I
write this and we will aim to start shorter, self-contained rides this
month.

I hope those of you who managed to attend either of the two talks by
Gary France enjoyed them, I’ve sat in on all of the four he has run so
far, including the two he put on for us and they’ve got me making all
sorts of future plans for when circumstances allow.

On the subject of touring, David and the team at Reading HD have
some great deals on touring bikes (and others) at the moment, sales
have been going well online during lockdown and Jonny says he is
keen to talk to anyone thinking of selling their bike.

Most events scheduled for this year have now been cancelled or
postponed and although nothing has yet been announced about
Blazin’ it seems to me that they would have problems maintaining
social distancing on site. We wait and see.

There appear to still be a fair few members who have not renewed
their chapter membership this year and if you are not intending to
renew I’d like to hear why, if it is a matter of financial difficulty please
talk to me in confidence and I’ll see how we can help. If it is
something you just haven’t got around to or you have lost the email
that was sent out, please talk to Mike Connolly who will be pleased
to help you out.

Mohit is still on the lookout for new articles for the magazine so
please so PLEASE send him some articles on how you’ve spent
time looking after your bike during lockdown or photos and words on
the bikes you’ve regretted selling, your motorcycling history or
similar.

I look forward to catching up with all of you online and face to face
(with 2 metres in-between) when possible.

Thanks for reading. Cheers,

John Green
Director
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First ‘Unofficial’ Lockdown
Ride…. “ Hamble Marina ”

Frustrating times, fantastic weather, all ride
programs cancelled. Writing this from home when supposed to be at
The Isle of Man TT with Ralph, Mike (M2) C and a group of friends
from both UK and abroad.. Hey ho …

So a last minute decision we need to ride. Erle, Carl, M2 myself ride
from Esso garage Braywick road and head towards Hamble Marina,
Stevie who lives near Shaftesbury will meet us there. Found out at
Zoom Committee meeting ‘apparently’ at this time only two bikes
should ride. Suppose as one was a BMW and the other a Triumph
only 2 ‘Harleys’ did ride together. Seems now 6 is possible, more on
that later.

Thanks to Don who took 3 of us there when my Pioneer ride was
cancelled the Sunday before Lockdown, gosh that seems a long
time ago, has introduced us to a nice ride out.

So met at Braywick 09.30 beautiful day again we’re getting used to.
The Esso garage is open for coffee and rolls as well as fuel. M2
connected to his pump & drip (sadly not JD in although he has
mentioned maybe option after treatment ; I took lead the M4 to
Junction 11 A33, turned left towards Basingstoke then at first
roundabout left to Wellington Park then right on a nice road leading
to Hook. Crossed the M3 heading towards Alton, again a nice biker
road with views before heading to ‘Loomies’ Biker Café. Be careful
on this last stretch as Police put speed traps up as Sports bikes
known to hack it down there. We popped in to have a quick 10 min
break. It was closed and only 2/3 bikes there, if there had been more
we had agreed to ride by. Apparently the other week it was
hammered with no self distancing. Mike then lead to Hamble
Marina, again a nice route. Stevie said he had a queue to get into
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Town / Village but we rode straight in. It’s nice as you drop down into
old part of town to Marina cobbled type road with typical coastal style
houses, cottages which leads to a spacious car park.

Last time I was there prior to Don’s ride was on a clients yacht doing
the ‘Round The Isle of White’ race many years ago. I remember was
bit of wind to get us around The Needles then we were all becalmed
on the other side drifting in the tide. We eventually gave up and
‘under power’ motored back. I think that year only a few heavily
rigged Yachts made it. We did have a good ‘social’ the night before,
during and after to make up for it though.

The Café was open served through a hatch, sad to see whole Café
closed but at least still serving, all self distancing, was busier than it
was the last time we went but still space. Grabbed a bacon roll, then
an ice cream later, managed to get a couple of benches and obeyed
the rules. Mike had to get back to see his Nurse. Lucky bugger has
one visit him every day for 5 weeks. He led back to Loomies then
just carried on, keen to see / chat to his nurse and not us. Stevie left
us at Hamble A27 and went in the other direction. Erle & I stopped &
waited for Carl to gas up at petrol station next door. Went back same
route then Erle lead us from Wellington Park via Twyford, which
made a nice route to avoid the motorway.

By that time I was ready for a beer & someone else to lead. Strange
have been riding for years but you do get rusty through lack of riding
and concentration levels change. During ‘Lockdown’ have ridden the
bike not far to my business, sadly has had to be closed, just to check
on it. Twice have nearly been hit by “Unaware” drivers male and
female, they have waved sorry. Decided not to ride again until we
did this group one. Left the guys at Twyford so I “Had” to call into the
Rebellion Brewery Marlow to help their sales & top up supplies, as
you do …Oh and enjoyed sampling when got back.

So yes we had a good ride, was good to have a social again with
friends.
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At the last Zoom Committee meeting we had a discussion of how we
can ride as a Chapter again. It seems that 6 people can gather for a
ride (it may be more after the time of writing). So we are looking into
ways that this can be achieved with short rides, small groups and
social distancing. Let’s hope we can achieve something as a group
and keep Chapter active albeit not as before yet. Target date first
rides Saturday 20th June but that is to be confirmed.

Just a quickie to say thanks to the guys for making a great day feel
‘Normal’ and to Don for introducing nice route.

All keep well and ride safe … Cheers

Mike (M1) J …
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Down the memory lane - Poker Nights

I am sure a lot of you are missing the poker night which takes place
once a month over 7 months, a great evening out, a pub with great
food and at the cost of a £1 a time, the anticipation of being named
as the winner or 2nd or 3rd at the last club night of the year at the
Dealership. .......Linda Friend
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CLUB NIGHTS

July 15th Oct 21st
Aug 19th Oct 21st
Sep 16th Dec 16th

MAGAZINE CONTRIBUTION
DEADLINES

July 2nd Oct 8th
Aug 6th Nov 5th
Sep 4th Dec 4th

SUMMER SOCIALS INCLUDING
POKER RUN (WEDNESDAYS)

Apr 8th July 8th
May 13th Aug 12th
Jun 10th Sep 9th

Friday 1 - Monday 4 May Cider Rally

Friday 26 - Sunday 28 June Valley
Rally

Friday 3 - Monday 6 July Lad's
Weekend

Thursday 23 - Sunday 26 July
Fenlanders Rally

Friday 14 - Sunday 16 August
Convergence Rally

Friday 28 - Sunday 30 August
Thunder in the Glens

Wednesday 9 - Monday 14 September
2020 Jersey Rally

EVENTS
Please check the website for the latest
on all rides.

Saturday Jun 20
Dawn till Dusk

Saturday July 18
Jack’s Hill Café

Sunday Jul 19
Studland

Sunday Aug 2
Beach Party – BBQ, West Wittering

Saturday Aug 8
Sammy Miller Museum

Sunday Aug 9
Popham Airfied

Saturday Aug 22
International Female Ride

Sunday Aug 23
Ride to Burley

Sunday Sep 6
Brighton Burnup
Cheddar George

Sunday Sep 20
Festival of Transport
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CLUB VENUE
Burnham Cricket Club

Memorial Ground, Taplow Common Road, Burnham, Slough,
Berks, SL1 8LP

Third Wednesday of every month 7:00pm
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Ladies of Harley Update

LoH

Been a tough few months for many but there is light at
the end of the tunnel. We are now able to get out on our
bikes for recreational trips on our own or with members of our
household and with the summer sunshine I have definitely been
taking advantage of this!
It is weird not being able to go anywhere or meet up with everyone
but am hoping this is possible soon as I miss you all!

A huge thank you to those who have joined me on the virtual coffee
mornings...I plan to hold these every 2 weeks. It's a great
opportunity to sit down with a cuppa (maybe a bacon sarnie too) and
have a good natter! If you haven't joined us thus far, keep an eye on
the LoH Facebook page for info.

Stay safe and hope to see you all soon (even if it is only via Zoom!)
Hayley

Ladies of Harley and Charities Officer
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2021 “Road Trip”
We have been discussing doing a “Road Trip” inspired by
my reading on holdays in Egypt a book by Richard La
Plante called “Hog Fever”. Recommend to read as fun,
easy and sums up our biker Harley feelings freedom and adventure.

Lockdown postponed chats but finally decided ‘self-distance’ at mine
with a barrel of Zebedee, nibbles, maps can start to plan.

Great start, typical all this sunny weather decides to rain and be
cold, barrel tap wouldn’t come out, resourceful force Zebedee
released glasses filled.

Looking at a possible four-week trip. Over time originally started at
two, drifted to three and now wives (we think) have accepted it’s a
long way to go so needs longer. Phew!! Sure, a price we will pay?
This will take in European and some Eastern Bloc riding.

Looking at maps, books etc Mike said ‘show me that Great
Motorcycle tours of Europe book’ Took photo of main map to study
later ‘right know where we’re going’ So that was that sorted ‘ Err Can
you expand Mike?’ So, we laid out the bones of the trip the meat to
be added. We also finished off the barrel and nibbles.

Hoping for an interesting trip with adventures incorporating some
interesting, passes, lakes, through Northern Europe, Prague,
Croatia, Albania, Italy, Northern Spain before heading back from
Santander on ferry to UK which none of us have done so we can
have a few drinks to toast the trip.

Was great to catch up & have a social as well.

Watch this space >>>>>

Mike (M1) J
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A story for lockdown – A life on two
wheels
This is a wee story of some of the memorable bikes
I’ve had over nearly 40 years, originally just a
tongue in cheek tale for Instagram to provide a bit
of light relief and a memory or two for friends and
family over lock down. Mohit was struggling to fill
the magazine and we thought this might fill a page or two.

Our journey starts in 1980 during ‘O’ level maths, gazing enviously
out of the window of the maths block, watching the older lads
hammer down the pineapple straight on their 250’s, L-plates
billowing in the wind. Most of them didn’t seem to work as it was the
heady days of Maggie’s army, up to about 3 million at its peak. A
time before the Yamaha 250 LC, forced the same government into
introducing the 125-cc learner limit. Possibly the 106-mph top speed
combined with all that testosterone were contributing factor’s!

Returning to Pythagoras and quadratic equations it was one of these
moments that resulted in the cancellation
of the New Musical Express, replaced by
Motorcycle weekly for this 15-year-old.
Religiously turning over the pages of the
latest Japanese speed rockets all we could
do was dream of the day of our sixteenth
birthday and the most valuable thing in the
world, that provisional licence. Charles and
Diana tied the knot and finally the big day
was here. Embarking on a toolmaking
apprenticeship the princely sum of £80
was saved, begged, borrowed and stolen.
What machine to purchase? It couldn’t be
one of those new-fangled 50cc motorbikes legally restricted to 30
mph, how on earth could me and my mates terrorise the local towns
and villages at 30 mph? It had to be one of those older sports ‘peds’.
The obvious choice was that sort after speed machine the ‘Fizzie’

17
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but alas these were over budget. Finally, after thumbing the pages of
the Thames Valley Trader a 50cc Puch VZ50 was selected based
entirely on budget. Although granted it was not the prettiest of
vehicles it was my passport to independence, and it was
unrestricted. Taking an afternoon over the common to get the hang
of letting out the clutch and not stalling or letting the front wheel go
airborne.. After removing the baffles and ignoring the blue smoke
from the 25:1 two stroke engine it proved to be very anti-social,
successfully annoying most of the neighbours. To this day I remain
certain that as I went flat out down
Benham Hill, with feet on the rear pegs
and chest on the tank that the rather
shaky speedo needle hit 50. At last my
17th birthday and the opportunity to ride
a proper motorcycle. Again, limited by
apprentice wages I moved on to a
Suzuki GP125, this was quickly turned
into a café racer.

After a year on the 125 I became an
adult (well in the eyes of the law age
18), after watching Easyrider a different style was needed. The
cruising style of a Suzuki GS250T was to fit the bill, but
unfortunately, the 250 never really lived up to my expectations and
to maximise my now full motorcycle licence I wanted a ‘big’
motorcycle. Still limited by apprentice wages I chose the best value
hooligan motorbike a Suzuki GT 380. After buying a second GT380,
a crashed racing model and fitting the 3 expansion pipes, K&N’s etc
to mine I really loved this bike. The GT allegedly stood for Grand
Touring but I’m not sure if it was the way it was tuned or the way I
rode but to me it didn’t seem suited to touring. This was confirmed in
1985 when I rode it to my first Kent Custom Bike show and had to
spend £28 in petrol and two stroke oil! But not to worry Kent Bike
Show blew me away. On a much smaller scale than it was in later
years this was a game changer for me, being round the custom
bikes and partyin with the Kent H.A I felt I had come home and
wanted more of the lifestyle. Enter BSA A65 650 – CYL 292H when I
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was 20; this was to become the motorcycle I have the fondest
memories of and owned for over a decade-anyone remember ‘boon’
on TV?

As I notch up a quarter of a century the BSA is now 21, we are both
in our prime, I join a Portsmouth based MC club and we shared
many adventures and good times together. In addition, the BSA was
joined in the stable for a while by a heavily customised Kawasaki
Z1000 J reserved for long fast runs. As my twenties come to an end
the time has come for the BSA and I to reluctantly part. She retires
and becomes a ‘classic bike’.

Part 4 of our journey sees the dawn of a new millennium. I’m joined
by a U.S spec Yamaha XS1100,
imported from California with touches
of 24 Karat gold plating. It is also time
to replace my wife for a much-
improved model but that’s another
story.

Our journey concludes and brings us
up to date, moving on to 2009, a trip to
Thames Valley HD in Slough saw me
finally united with a Harley Davidson
Night Rod Special VRSCDX.

I don’t know if I should mention this
bit, but I joined the Hogsback Chapter of HOG in 2009, because
when the dealership moved to new premises, they were offering free
membership! In 2018, after repeatedly meeting you guy’s at Reading
bike night my mate Rob and I also joined the Thames Valley Chapter
and have been made to feel welcome. Thanks all and I hope my little
tale has caused a wry smile or two and even prompted a memory or
more as we move through lock down until we can meet as a group.

Stay safe and ride free

Peter Pocock
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Down the Memory Lane - Dawn to Dusk
Many of you would have been preparing to do the Dawn to Dusk ride
this month, but as it has been cancelled, here are some memories
from the last 4 years which includes 3 1sts over line. Malcolm
Poulter,Elaine Shepard and John Green who caught me out and I
missed him, but caught up later....Linda Friend
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Ace Bionic’s Custom Parts and other
original bits

Hi all,
II don’t know about you, but I can’t believe where the last
month has gone. With some of the lockdown easing I have been
incredibly busy. Thankfully business has started to pick up slightly
and in addition like most of us around the country I have completed
many DIY projects. The one I am most proud of is having my carport
converted into a garage which means that my new bike will hopefully
be housed in a safer, warmer and dryer environment. Yes, I have yet
again not been able to resist the temptation and persuasion from the
lovely crew at Reading Harley Davidson, more to follow… .

We are hopeful that by the time you read this article we will be
hosting some sort of ride outs with the chapter all subject to adhering
to the rules and social distancing of course. Keep an eye on the
calendar online for updates and we look forward to seeing you soon.

A reminder that if you have not already renewed your Thames Valley
Membership these are now overdue. Please note that this is our
chapter membership renewal and not to be confused with your
national HOG membership which runs separately. The guidelines
state that you have to have a valid national HOG membership in
order to join a local chapter membership and these might not always
be synced from a date perspective. If you need more clarity, please
do not hesitate to contact us for further clarification.

I have now been given key worker status and if any of you need any
help with delivery of groceries or medicine, please drop me an email
assistantnick@thamesvalleyhog.org.uk.Happy to help or assist
wherever I can.

Finally, a thank you to all of you the members of this lovely chapter
for your ongoing support and hope to see you in one of the many
virtual activities we are hosting soon.
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Race the rain, Ride the wind and Chase the Sunset! (temporarily
suspended)…. Not long now!!

Stay home, safe lives!
Nick E
Assistant Director
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Importance of Blood Donation
Do you give blood? If not, why not?!
Blood donations are in high demand, the ambulance service
and hospitals are always in need of blood donations to fulfill
the growing need for blood required for transfusions as a result
of major surgeries and accidents etc.

I have been giving blood for 12 years, it takes 10 minutes and can help
save up to 3 lives (and you get a drink and biscuit at the end of your
donation!)
As an O- donor my blood is in high demand as it is a universal blood group
and can be given to any one who requires a blood transfusion. The blood
service are still running sessions throughout this pandemic and is doing all it
can to recruit new donors as supplies are running short.
If you don't have a fear of needles and would like to save a life, check out
their website on how to book an appointment near you, www.blood.co.uk.

Thanks
Hayley




